Cambridge apartment ban fails

(Continued from page 1) members called for the conven-
ion of Harvard's Shotgun Arms
building to low income housing
in addition to the ban.

Northgate, the name MIT uses to
delineate all its off-campus
residential housing, is a "separate
real estate tax paying entity," Milne explained. The facility "keeps MIT at arm's length" from Cambridge to protect the
affiliated housing ban amendment
to the city council at the end of
January. Both the planning board
and the city council must hold
hearings on the amendment be-
fore the possibility of another
vote this spring.

This development, Milne said,"directly and unquestionably," spurred the affiliate housing ban proposal.

The zoning amendment is a successor to an actual city ordi-
inance banning dormitories in cer-
tain areas. The ordinance states
MIT cannot rent a unit for tem-
porary residence when the tenant
holds permanent residence else-
where.

Cambridge has never used the regulation to bar an MIT affiliate
from renting, Milne noted, since
the affiliate only needs to declare
his permanent residence in Cam-
bridge; his temporary residence when the tenant
renew his permanent residence. "MIT is
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(Continued from page 1) group membership programs.

The developer kit for the Sim-
plex area, prepared by MIT and
MFA spokesmen called for the conver-
sion of the property. "We will not
make an agreement. We will not
start negotiations with which we hope to
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